CORONAVIRUS
IS

SPREADING

Is your BUSINESS SAFE?

WHENPANDEMICSTRIKES
How will you PROTECT your ASSETS?
Around the world, the Coronavirus pandemic is profoundly impacting health, business,
and life as we know it. With 600K+ confirmed infections and counting, it’s not a matter
of if the Coronavirus will impact your business, but when. Are you prepared? DisasterAWARE Enterprise COVID-19 Platform gives you real-time, actionable information and
alerts about the spread and impact of the Coronavirus on your business’s key assets.

CORONAVIRUS BY THE NUMBERS
The Coronavirus is an ongoing pandemic disaster moving quickly across the globe.
Having the right tools for monitoring business safety in real-time is critical.
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15,000 retail stores may
be forced to permanently
close due to Covid-19

Near term US GDP drop,
8.4% drop for 2020**

3.3 million in US filed for
Covid-related unemployment
in 1 week
*Estimates by CDC

COVID-19
M O N I T O R I N G P L AT F O R M

**Estimates by JP Morgan
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Risks reported faster
by DisasterAWARE
Enterprise than
competitors

DisasterAWARE Enterprise COVID-19 Monitoring Platform reports Coronavirus hazards + risks automatically in real-time using a
broad set of sources, giving you superior data for making both business and lifesaving decisions.
SmartAlerts

Vulnerability Index

Monitor Business
Operations

Protect Employees

Create SmartAlert circles around
your business assets to receive
real-time notifications when they are
threatened by Covid-19 hazards.

Create SmartAlert circles around
your business assets to receive
real-time notifications when they are
threatened by Covid-19 hazards.

Create SmartAlert circles around
your business assets to receive
real-time notifications when they are
threatened by Covid-19 hazards.

Toggle filters such as ‘health care
capacity’ to monitor areas for
resilience & create a pandemic safety
plan for your business.

How to
PROTECT Your BUSINESS
During a PANDEMIC
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Use DisasterAWARE Enterprise COVID-19 Monitoring Platform to
create geographic SmartAlert Circles around your assets. If a
Coronavirus-related event threatens your business assets or
operations, you’ll be notified via email & SMS.
Monitor the entirety of your supply chain, personnel safety & risk
exposure, and hazards + impact on human and business assets in
areas that matter to you. Assess current & future danger using real-time
metrics and charted trends to avoid keeping assets in high-risk areas.
Using DisasterAWARE Enterprise Exposure Models,
keep real-time tabs on the rapidly unfolding Coronavirus pandemic to plan your response accordingly based
on current data and timely alerts.
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